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Mission Statement
Built by athletes, Origyn Sport strives to be a brand built on passion for improvement. How you 
train is how you play. We believe that hard work, dedication, and preparation are all aspects of 
seeing success. With each and every product created, we strive to help train the current and next 
generation of athletes. Incorporating these aspects with a unique, purpose-based training ritual, 
athletes will possess the ability to produce better results for when it is time to perform. Train 
Different. Play Different.



Mission (Continued)
“The purpose of our mission is to create many products that have purpose. Our very first product was tested and 
designed for over a year. This product can help athletes improve the accuracy of their shooting, leading to enhanced 
skill development. In today’s game of basketball, shooting accuracy, ability, and consistency have become some of the 
most important skills of any player. Until now, there hasn’t been a product that allows a player to see the rotation and 
back spin of each shot they take. Furthermore, there has not been a specific product that teaches players to “seam up 
the basketball” when going to shoot, creating an enhancement in their shot quality.

We wanted to make sure that the OrigynPlus Basketball was a combination of great quality and affordability. Along 
with these two factors, we wanted to make sure that the ball was truly a benefit to each and every athlete that uses it. 
Our goal is to have this product be compatible by both trainers and athletes themselves. The OrigynPlus Basketball is a 
product that works as long as you have a rim, no matter where you are at. This product was produced as a tool to help 
assist each player in improving their game — one shot at a time.

The OrigynPlus Basketball is an essential tool for every basketball player, no matter what age.”

- Origyn Sport Team



Brand Overview
Origyn Sport was born in 2020. Former and current athletes within the sport of basketball got 
together and wanted to create a new training method to teach both the current and the next 
generation how to improve their shooting skills. All three individuals are from Indianapolis, IN. 
Kris Wilkes, former UCLA basketball standout and McDonald’s All-American, Skip Mills, former 
professional basketball player, and Jake Morris, former collegiate basketball player, teamed up to 
build a brand with purpose. The first product, the OrigynPlus Basketball, was designed to help 
the next generation of players improve their game on a whole new level. As the brand is set to 
launch with their initial product in September 2021, the innovation to create more helpful and 
purposeful products continues to progress. Origyn Sport is on a mission to teach athletes of all 
kinds to “train different”, so that they will “play different”. Our products will give any athlete, no 
matter what age or skill, that opportunity.



Who We Are
CEO & CoFounder - Jake Morris

Jake Morris is a former collegiate basketball player, turned serial entrepreneur who is all about creating companies that can help change people’s lives. 
After wrapping up his basketball career due to injury, Jake founded Fine Touch Services LLC, JNM Investments LLC, and now Origyn Sport LLC. All three 
companies are associated with bettering people’s conditions in one way or another.

“Origyn Sport was founded on the principles of hard work and preparation. We want to give back tools and knowledge to the next generation through 
innovative products. My main focus is to create as many effective ways as possible to help players improve their skills in every way — no matter what 
sport!”

~ Jake Morris

President & CoFounder - Kris Wilkes

Kris Wilkes is a former UCLA basketball standout who scored over 1,000 points in his 2 years at the collegiate level. Prior to being a PAC-12 phenomenon, 
he was a McDonald's All-American (2017) and former Indiana Mr. Basketball winner (2017). Due to a career ending injury, he channelled his love and 
passion of the game into Origyn Sport.

“After playing basketball at all different levels, I was able to train with many different products throughout my career. When we founded Origyn Sport, the 
purpose was to pave a way for the next generation of athletes to be able to have the most advanced new training products. I am glad that I am able to 
share some of my knowledge and wisdom through all of our different products!”

~ Kris Wilkes

Managing Partner - Julien “Skip” Mills

Skip Mills is a former Ball State and professional basketball player. During his time at Ball State, he scored over 1,350 points. Skip then traveled to play 
professionally overseas in numerous different countries. He was MVP and statistical player of the year in different countries during his playing career. 
When he wrapped up his playing career, he began to train several clients from all levels within the game of basketball.

“Playing basketball professionally taught me so much in terms of how to train and prepare for the game itself. Our new products are advanced and have a 
purpose behind them. I am extremely excited to be able to be a part of giving back my knowledge within basketball through many new and advanced 
training products!”

~ Julien “Skip” Mills Learn more at origynsport.com



Origyn Sport Team

Learn more at origynsport.com

Brand Ambassador - Jerome Randle
Jerome Randle is a Lead Brand Ambassador for Origyn 
Sport. Prior to joining the Origyn Sport Team in 2021, 
Jerome excelled throughout his basketball playing career, 
and is still playing to date.

Brand Ambassador - Jaylen Hands
Jaylen Hands joined the Origyn Sport Team in 2021. 
In the midst of joining the Origyn Sport Team, Jaylen 
is currently a professional basketball player.

Origyn Sport Trainer - Rob Blackwell
Rob Blackwell joined the Origyn Sport Team in 2021. After 
utilization of the OrigynPlus Basketball, the first Origyn Sport 
product, he noticed many of his clients improving their shooting 
ability fairly quickly. Blackwell also trained Jake Morris, CEO, for 
almost 10 years, and Kris Wilkes, President, for over 10 years.

D'Vauntes Smith-Rivera
D'Vauntes Smith-Rivera is a Brand Ambassador for Origyn Sport. 
He has been involved with the brand since 2021 and has utilized 
the OrigynPlus Basketball, the first Origyn Sport product, with 
hundreds of kids. D'Vauntes also had a fairly astounding playing 
career.

Social Media Manager - Quincy Helsel
Quincy Helsel is a student-athlete from 
Colorado. He joined the Origyn Sport 
Team in 2021 as the Social Media 
Manager.

Origyn Sport Athlete - Justin Roberts
Justin Roberts is a current basketball player 
for the Georgia State Panthers. Growing up in 
Indianapolis, IN and attending Pike high 
school, Justin has been around the game of 
basketball his entire life!

Rob Birstonas
Rob Birstonas is a former NCAA 
division I basketball player from the 
University of Maine. Rob currently 
resides in Canada (near Toronto).

Origyn Sport Trainer - Greg McIntosh
Greg McIntosh is an Origyn Sport Trainer 
from Indianapolis, IN. Greg has trained 
numerous athletes from the youth level all 
the way up to the professional level. Greg 
has been a skills trainer for 16 years.



Trusted By

Learn more at origynsport.com

Origyn Sport and Origyn Sport products are trusted by many notable athletes, trainers, and coaches.

● Jerome Randle, Professional Player and Skills Trainer
● Rob Blackwell, Professional Skills Trainer
● Jaylen Hands, McDonald’s All-American 2017 and Professional Basketball Player
● Olin Simplis, Professional Skills Trainer
● Rob Birstonas, NCAA Division I Player and Professional Skills Trainer
● Greg McIntosh, Professional Skills Trainer
● D’Vauntes Smith-Rivera, Professional Basketball Player and Skills Trainer
● Alyssa Clay, Professional Skills Trainer
● Felix Rogers, Owner of In The Gym Hoops
● Trayce Jackson, NCAA Division I Basketball Player, NBA Draft Prospect
● Nick Daniels, Professional Skills Trainer and Owner of M14 Hoops
● Nike Sibande, NCAA Division I Basketball Player
● Jeremiah Francis, NCAA Division I Basketball Player
● Justin Roberts, NCAA Division I Basketball Player
● Zach Shahan, Collegiate Basketball Player
● Dylan New, Two-Time High School Sectional Champion, One-Time Regional Champion, and Serial Entrepreneur



Why Origyn Sport

A Team Who Cares

● Origyn Sport was founded for the simple purpose of 
improving player’s abilities and skills. Every product is 
engineered and tested for successful results. 

● We care about making each and every athlete better. Every 
product we create is a tool that athletes can utilize to help 
them better succeed. We strive to build our brand on giving 
the athlete that extra edge over their opponent.

Experience

● Origyn Sport was founded by athletes who have played at 
the highest level within their dedicated sport. From the 
professional level, all the way to the lowest level, the 
founders of Origyn Sport have been able to gather the 
highest quality of information possible about training 
and the game of basketball itself.

Passion For Improvement

● Every member of the Origyn Sport team has a passion and 
desire to improve. On or off the court or field, every action is 
taken with the mindset of improvement. Our products are 
founded on this purpose. We want players to be able to 
combine their passion with their action.



Why Trust Origyn Sport

Tested Products

● Each and every product is thoroughly tested before being 
released into the market. Origyn Sport completes this 
process to ensure the highest quality is combined with the 
highest rate of effectiveness.

Product Liability Insurance

● Origyn Sport carries product liability insurance for each 
and every training product with liability. We want to 
make sure that all of our customers feel safe and 
protected when utilizing our products. Customer safety is 
our first priority.Reliable Customer Testimonials

● With numerous customer testimonials, we are proud to say 
that many customers and athletes from the highest levels 
stand with our products. We believe that giving customers 
what they desire is important.

High-Quality Manufacturing

● All of our products are manufactured in safe 
environments. Furthermore, Origyn Sport products are 
produced with high-quality materials and standards. 
Quality is important to us. We strive to give each and 
every customer a durable product that will give them 
quality results.

Trusted By Professional Athletes

● Numerous professional athletes have backed Origyn Sport 
products. We believe that it is important to get verification 
on the effectiveness of our products from individuals at the 
highest level.



Staple Product - OrigynPlus Basketball
FEATURES

● ADVANCED SEAMS/GROOVES:  Wider and deeper grooves (patented) allow the athlete to train continuously to find 
the grooves of the ball to get a better feeling of the basketball when shooting. Muscle memory is built up to feel for 
the grooves on each shot. This technique can help improve the rotation and backspin of an athlete’s shot.

● AMPLIFIED GRIP:  The microfiber composite leather cover around the ball, in combination with larger grooves, 
makes the ball more suitable to control. This teaches athletes to always find the grooves and strive for proper 
rotation on every shot.

● ENHANCED ROTATION VISIBILITY:  The contrast of the black leather sections and pantone orange grooves allows 
you to more clearly see the rotation on each shot. When a ball is shot correctly, the athlete is able to see the uniform 
rotation of the grooves.

PURPOSE
● For indoor use
● For training use

○ Capable of use in gameplay
● The Microfiber Composite covering creates a comfortable use of the ball
● Improve shooting ability by training yourself to seam the basketball up and see the rotation on every shot

BASKETBALL SIZING CHART:
● 29.5" (size 7): ball suitable for men and boys ages 14 and older
● 28.5” (size 6): ball suitable for women and girls ages 9 and older and boys ages 9-14
● Note: The above ranges are not standard across all leagues. Check your local league to ensure applicable sizing.
● Brand: Origyn Sport 

*See last few slides for 
the “science” behind 

OrigynPlus.*
Or click the icon below 

top see the PDF version!

https://origynsport.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/OFFICIAL-OrigynPlus-Science-COMPLETE.pdf






Why OrigynPlus Basketball?
What Separates This Product From Others?

● The OrigynPlus Basketball is a brand new, training basketball with a patented design. With the purpose of the ball being 
for utilization in training, the OrigynPlus Basketball is unlike any other training product. Offering a brand new design to 
incorporate training of undertaught, but very crucial, concepts within the game of basketball, the OrigynPlus Basketball 
was highly engineered and designed with high volumes of thought, purpose, and effort. Deeper and wider grooves 
between the panels of the basketball channel players to engage in building muscle memory to locate the grooves every 
time they prepare to shoot the ball. This feature also allows players to develop “fingertip control” when playing the 
game. Furthermore, the thought-out process of incorporating the pantone orange seams between the black panels of the 
ball allows for players to obtain a better visual of their shot release. The rotation of the basketball gives players proper 
feedback on the quality of their release. The OrigynPlus Basketball is the first product created that intermingles both of 
these concepts that must be trained upon within the game of basketball.

Features Explained:

● ADVANCED SEAMS/GROOVES:  Wider and deeper grooves allow the athlete to train theirself continuously to 
find the grooves of the ball to get a better feeling of the basketball when shooting. Muscle memory is built up 
to improve rotation and backspin on each and every shot.

● AMPLIFIED GRIP:  The microfiber composite leather cover around the ball, in combination with larger 
seams, makes the ball more suitable to control. This teaches athletes to always find the grooves and strive for 
proper rotation on every shot.

● ENHANCED ROTATION VISIBILITY:  The contrast of the black leather panels and pantone orange grooves 
allows you to more clearly see the rotation on each shot.



Who Can Use OrigynPlus Basketball?

Who Can Use OrigynPlus Basketball?

● The OrigynPlus Basketball is designed for use of any player, no matter what skill level 
or gender. Incorporating both intermediate (28.5, size 6) and official (29.5, size 7) 
sizes, there is a ball for any player.

When Would Players Use OrigynPlus Basketball?

● OrigynPlus Basketball is designed for use in training sessions. Although the ball is 
capable of being utilized in gameplay, the OrigynPlus Basketball does not meet 
regulation measurements and standards. The purpose of the basketball is to help 
players develop their skills when preparing for regulation gameplay.

* Learn More at origynsport.com



Details and Purpose - OrigynPlus Basketball

A Brand New Ball. Innovated for Success.

The OrigynPlus Basketball is unique, different, and essential. Combining 
different skills and aspects of the game, this basketball is unlike any other. 

Seam It Up - With deeper grooves, the OrigynPlus Basketball allows players to 
locate the groove of the basketball in a much more effective manner when 
training. Because of this, players are able to develop better muscle memory to 
locate the grooves, gain a better feeling of the ball, and generate a cleaner shot 
release.

See The Rotation - The pantone orange grooves on the basketball create a 
better visual aid for feedback on shot release. When a release is great, the ball 
should spin end over end. The color of the grooves on the OrigynPlus 
Basketball allow a player to see very effectively the rotation of the basketball, 
providing proper shot release feedback.

Shot Pick-up - The OrigynPlus Basketball helps athletes train themselves to 
generate the perfect pick-up going into every shot. It is important to start your 
shot off correctly by placing your hands on the basketball correctly. This aspect 
allows your control of the basketball to be increased. Fingertip control is also 
increased.



Seam It Up - OrigynPlus Basketball

Seaming the Basketball Up Increases Fingertip and 
Shot Control

Seaming the basketball up generates the best quality control of a proper shot release. 
The actual purpose of the grooves on a basketball are for a player to align their 
fingertips into the grooves, so that the release of the basketball is cleaner and more 
controlled. With OrigynPlus Basketball, the grooves have been widened and deepened. 
This design allows for players to get a better feel of the location and need for the 
grooves themselves. When training with the OrigynPlus Basketball, a player’s muscle 
memory for this action is increased.



See The Rotation - OrigynPlus Basketball

Seeing the Rotation of the Basketball Allows an Athlete 
to Gain Proper Feedback on Their Shot Release.

When shooting a basketball, there are a lot of different mechanics that are involved. 
Players need to be able to receive proper feedback of their shot release so that they are 
able to acknowledge the quality of their shot. The rotation of the basketball is the best 
way to gain feedback on the release. A clean release should spin end over end with no 
change in rotary pattern.



Product Testing - OrigynPlus Basketball

Before launching the OrigynPlus Basketball, we tested the product with a 
high-profile trainer based out of Indianapolis, IN — Rob Blackwell. Rob 
has been a certified trainer for many years and has trained a numerous 
amount of professional basketball players. Kris Wilkes, President, and 
Jake Morris, CEO, are both clients of Rob Blackwell. We gave Rob a few 
balls of both sizes with the intention to have him train clients with the 
ball. Rob was able to work with over 2500 athletes, ranging from the 
NBA to youth levels, over the course of a couple months. Throughout the 
testing, he was able to find that for younger level players, who had no 
rotation on their shot, the ball was able to help them finally visualize 
what true proper shot rotation should look like. This element in the 
training sessions helped kids improve their shooting abilities 
tremendously. Players were also able to get their shot off cleaner and 
more effectively because of the ability to be able to place their hands on 
the basketball correctly. For the high-level players, the ball specifically 
did not teach them anything new, but it helped them get back to utilizing 
the proper shot mechanics and basics. The repetition of finding and 
using the seams, combined with seeing the proper rotation on their 
release, was useful for both higher and lower level players. The ball gave 
each player positive reinforcement in their shot.

Click above to see training 
and testing videos

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1LJR572unVbG1Nlhogv5Ug


Product Summary - OrigynPlus Basketball

OrigynPlus Basketball
MSRP: $89.95

Description: OrigynPlus Basketball is a brand new design of a training 
basketball. Incorporating deeper and wider grooves to help players locate 
the seams when shooting, gain better fingertip control of the basketball, and 
develop a cleaner shot release, this basketball offers qualities unlike any 
other basketball. The pantone orange seams generate better visibility of 
shot rotation, which give players quality feedback on their release.

Features: 
● Deeper and wider grooves
● Enhanced fingertip control
● Enhanced shot quality
● Pantone orange rubber grooves
● Ehnaced rotation visibility
● Microfiber composite leather cover in all panels
● Engraved logos and text
● Size 29.5 and 28.5 available

Specifications:
● Inflate: 7.0-9.0 PSI
● Ball Type: Training
● Series: Origyn Sport Basketball
● SKU: OSOPLUSB-28.5, OSOPLUSB-29.5
● Surface Suggestion: Indoor
● Player Type: All genders and ages (see applicable size options)



How to Purchase OrigynPlus Basketball

OrigynPlus Basketball
MSRP: $89.95

How to Purchase: 
● OrigynPlus Basketball can be purchased online by visiting 

any of the following locations:
○ origynsport.com (main purchase source)
○ @origynsport on instagram






